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In a traditional machine learning task, the goal is training a classifier using
only labeled data (data feature/label pairs) in order to be able to generalize on
completely new data to be labeled by the classifier. Unluckily in many cases it
is difficult, expensive or time consuming to obtain the labeled instances needed
for training, also because we usually require a human supervisor to annotate
lots of data to collect a significant training set. Moreover, in many cases we are
not interested in generalization to any unseen example, but we just require to
discover labels for a large quantity of unlabeled, but already available, data by
using a small subset of labeled data. If the given scenario involves both these
conditions, a semi-supervised learning algorithm can be exploited as a solution
for the classification problem. Semi-supervised learning algorithms combine a
large amount of unlabeled data and a available small set of labeled data, to build
a reliable classifier. It is particularly interesting to focus on a sub-class of semisupervised learning algorithms, that is graph-based semi-supervised learning. In
this framework we represent data as a graph where the nodes represent the labeled and unlabeled examples in the dataset, and the edges are added according
to a given similarity relationship between pairs of examples. A common feature
of every graph-based method is the fact they are nonparametric, discriminative
and transductive. However, a crucial issue is the very limited number of labeled
(supervised) data points we have with respect to unlabeled points, so it is essential to have representative examples. In some cases the labeled data points are
given, but there are also many scenarios where we only have a set of unlabeled
data points and we can choose a limited number of them to built the labeled data
set. In this paper we propose a graph-based semi-supervised active learning algorithm based on a reasonable choice for labeled data points, in oder to improve
classification accuracy. In a typical semi-supervised learning problem we should
consider a set of n data points X = {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn } defined on a d dimensional
feature space, such that each point xi ∈ IRd , and a set of labels Y = {+1, −1}.
We have an oracle function h which gives us the correct labelling for every data
point we applied it to. So the oracle is a function defined on the data points as
h : X → Y. Unluckily we cannot invoke the oracle on every point in X, but
we have a limited number of points we can apply h to. This budget is l and we
call L ⊂ X the set of points we supervise, the remaining points are unlabeled,
we refer to that set as L̄ = X \ L. The goal of a semi-supervised learning algorithm is to find the right labelling for the unlabeled points. The strength of the

relationship among pairs of data points can be described by introducing a correlation function, as for example w([i, j]) = e−λ·kxi −xj k where λ is a positive real
number and k · k is any valid norm (for example the euclidean norm). Note that
w([i, j]) ∈ (0, 1]. Now it is possible to model the learning problem from a graph
based perspective. In fact, we can build a graph G = {V, E} where the vertex
set V contains the objects in X and the set of the edges E is obtained by adding
the edge [i, j] connecting the two nodes corresponding to the objects xi and xj
if and only if their correlation is above a fixed threshold , i. e. w([i, j]) > .
Moreover the edges in E are weighted and w([i, j]) will be the weight of the edge
[i, j]. We consider G to be undirected, so if an edge [i, j] connects the nodes i
and j, the set E contains also the edge [j, i]. In the following, we use notation
i ∼ j to refer the set of nodes in V that are adjacent
P to node j, we also introduce
the ”node grade” function computed as g(v) = u∼v w([u, v]). In this graphical
setting the oracle function has to be applied to nodes corresponding to data
points, so we redefine it as h : V → Y and L will be the set of labeled nodes we
applied h to (thus L̄ is the set of unlabeled nodes). We can model the fact that a
subset L of nodes in V are labeled according to oracle function h by introducing
the supervision function yL defined as:

h(v)
if v ∈ L
yL (v) =
(1)
0 otherwise
Thus, a graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithm essentially consist in
spreading a ”labelling function” yL (v) from the labeled nodes to the unlabeled
nodes according to the correlation function and in a ”smart” way, so that it is
possible to find a classification function ϕ defined on both labeled and unlabeled
nodes. In this paper we adopt the learning algorithm described in [2], but the
proposed active learning technique can be applied to any graph-based semisupervised learning algorithm which makes use of a spreading mechanism. In
[2] the authors propose an effective algorithm to estimate the node labelling ϕ
by a Laplacian regularization, they reduce the learning problem to an iterative
equation:
!
X
w([u, v]) t
t+1
ϕL (u) + (1 − α) · yL (v) .
(2)
ϕL (v) =
α· p
g(u)g(v)
u∼v
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a bias parameter that can be used to balance the contribution of each term. This iterative formulation is also interesting because it
provides an alternative view to interpret the regularization process. In fact if we
look closer to the iterative equation we notice a diffusion process starting from
labeled points
p in L and driven by the weight function w (after the normalization
computation of biased
w([u, v])/ g(u)g(v)). This process is very close to the p
PageRank ([1]), where yL is the bias vector and w([u, v])/ g(u)g(v) is entry u,v
for the transfer matrix. In a matrix form 2 can be rewritten as:
ϕL = α · M · ϕL + (1 − α) · yL

(3)

where entry (i, j) for matrix M is:
s
w([u, v]) w([v, u])
w([u, v])
muv =
·
=p
g(u)
g(v)
g(u)g(v)
Note that M is symmetric, so muv = mvu . After simple
computation on 3

PT
t
t
we can obtain ϕL = M̄ · yL where M̄ =
α
·
M
·
(1
−
α) with T → ∞.
t=0
So we can reduce the diffusion process to a simple linear projection by matrix
M̄ of supervision vector yL . The resulting labelling function ϕL is just a linear
combination of l supervised columns in M̄ corresponding to nodes in L. All these
columns give a positive contribution if they correspond to a positive node and a
negative contribution if they correspond to a negative node. Matrix M̄ defines
an ”influential profile” for every node in V , in fact element m¯ij (that is exactly
the same as m¯ji due to the symmetry of matrix M̄ ) measure the influence a
node i has on node j and viceversa. We denote the i-th column (or equivalently
row) of matrix M̄ as m̄i and it will be the influential profile for node i. So far we
assumed L is given, on the other hand is quite obvious that the labelling function
ϕL accuracy depends a lot on a informative set L. There are many applicative
scenarios where L is not given and we only have a set of nodes unlabeled nodes
V and a limited budget l to invoke oracle function h in order to build set L. In
this section we introduce some criterions to choose a good labeled node set L
in order to make it as informative as possible. So we suppose our set of labeled
points is initially empty, that is L0 = ∅ and we need to choose one after another
which data point we want to apply the oracle function to. At every decision
step we build Le from L(e−1) by adding a node k, so Le = {L(e−1) ∪ k}. A good
choice for k should maximise three parameters: ”influence degree”. ”absolute
innovation degree” and ”relative innovation degree”.
Influence degree for a node k measures the impact of this node on the
other nodes, if it is low it means ϕL(e−1) would not be changed a lot in case we
add k to L(e−1) , on the opposite if influence degree is high, the presence of k in
L can makes a huge difference for the classification. We measure it with respect
2
to influence profile m̄k norm as km̄k k =< m̄k , m̄k >.
Absolute innovation degree for a node k measures the variety of information in k. While influence degree measures the strength of k influence, absolute
innovation degree will be high if affects many other nodes and with a very variable intensity for every node. We measure it as (1 − cos γk ), where we compute
,1>
cos γk as cos γk = k<m¯m¯kk·k
1k here 1 is a vector whose components are all 1.
k
Relative innovation degree for a node k measures the added information
we obtain if we add k to L(e−1) with respect to other data points already present
in L(e−1) . The general idea is we wish node k profile vector were as independent
as possible from other data points, otherwise it would be just a linear combination of them, but we also need
P to consider the kind of contribution (negative or
positive). We measure it as i∈L(e−1) (1 − cos γki ) where we compute cos γki as
cos γki =

<+/−m¯k ,h(i)·m̄i >
.
km¯k k·km̄i k

The problem here is the fact we do not know the sign

contribution coming from node k, so we need to consider both cases, so we have
P
¯k ,h(i)·m̄i >
and
for the positive case i∈L(e−1) (1 − cos γk+ i ) where cos γk+ i = <+km
m¯k k·km̄i k
P
<−m¯k ,h(i)·m̄i >
also, for the negative i∈L(e−1) (1 − cos γk− i ) where cos γk− i = km¯k k·km̄i k .
Now we can combine the three criterions we introduced in order to define the
”information function” associated with a node k ∈ L̄ given the current labeled
node set L:
X
X
2
δL (k) = km̄k k +µ0 (p0k )·(1−cos γk )+µ+ (p+
(1−cos γk+ i )+µ− (p−
(1−cos γk− i )
k )·
k )·
i∈L

i∈L

(4)
where µ functions (µ0 , µ+ and µ− ) are monotonic growing functions defined
on µ : V → ∞, while we use some pseudo-probabilities to consider the certainly
we have for the sign of k node label given
information we
so far in the
Pthe
Phave
n
n
+
current L. In particular we use gM̄ (i) = j=1 m¯ij , gM̄
(i) = j=1 s(yL (j)) · m¯ij ,

Pn
−
+
−
0
(i) where s(·)
(i) + gM̄
(i) = j=1 s(−yL (j)) · m¯ij and gM̄
gM̄
(i) = gM̄ (i) − gM̄

1 if x > 0
is the step function s(x) =
. Now we can compute pseudo0 otherwise
g 0 (i)

g + (i)

g − (i)

−
M̄
M̄
probabilities as p0k = gM̄ (i) , p+
k = gM̄ (i) and pk = gM̄ (i) . Note that pseudoM̄
+
−
0
probabilities pk , pk and pk depends on the current choice for L (L(e−1) for
example), so they need to be re-computed after every update of labeled node set.
Finally we can use information function 4 to built the labeled node set. At every
step e we choose a new node k to be added to set L(e−1) taken from set L̄(e−1) in
order to maximise function δL(e−1) (k), so we find k = arg mini∈L̄(e−1) δL(e−1) (i),
then we update L as L(e−1) = {Le ∪ k}, we need to repeat this procedure until
e = l and we finished our budget for oracle function invocation.
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